An out-branching and an in-branching of a digraph D are called kdistinct if each of them has k arcs absent in the other. Bang-Jensen, Saurabh and Simonsen (2016) proved that the problem of deciding whether a strongly connected digraph D has k-distinct out-branching and inbranching is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) when parameterized by k. They asked whether the problem remain FPT when extended to arbitrary digraphs. Bang-Jensen and Yeo (2008) asked whether the same problem is FPT when the out-branching and in-branching have the same root.
Introduction
While both undirected and directed graphs are important in many applications, there are significantly more algorithmic and structural results for undirected graphs than for directed ones. The main reason is likely to be the fact that most problems on digraphs are harder than those on undirected graphs. The situation has begun to change: recently there appeared a number of important structural results on digraphs, see e.g. [17, 18, 19] . However, the progress was less pronounced with algorithmic results on digraphs, in particular, in the area of parameterized algorithms.
In this paper, we introduce a new decomposition for digraphs and show its usefulness by solving an open parameterized problem on digraphs by Bang-Jensen, Saurabh and Simonsen [6] . We believe that our decomposition will prove to be helpful for obtaining further algorithmic and structural results on digraphs.
A digraph T is an out-tree (an in-tree) if T is an oriented tree with just one vertex s of in-degree zero (out-degree zero). The vertex s is the root of T. A vertex v of an out-tree (in-tree) is called a leaf if it has out-degree (in-degree) zero. If an out-tree (in-tree) T is a spanning subgraph of a digraph D, then T is an out-branching (an in-branching) of D. It is well-known that a digraph D contains an out-branching (in-branching) if and only if D has only one strongly connected component with no incoming (no outgoing) arc [3] .
A well-known result in digraph algorithms, due to Edmonds, states that given a digraph D and a positive integer , we can decide whether D has arc-disjoint out-branchings in polynomial time [16] . The same result holds for arc-disjoint in-branchings. Inspired by this fact, it is natural to ask for a "mixture" of out-and in-branchings: given a digraph D and a pair u, v of (not necessarily distinct) vertices, decide whether D has an arc-disjoint outbranching T + u rooted at u and an in-branching T − v rooted at v. We will call this problem Arc-Disjoint Branchings.
Thomassen proved (see [2] ) that the problem is NP-complete and remains NP-complete if we add the condition that u = v. The same result still holds for digraphs in which the out-degree and in-degree of every vertex equals two [7] . The problem is polynomial-time solvable for tournaments [2] and for acyclic digraphs [8, 10] . The single-root special case (i.e., when u = v) of the problem is polynomial time solvable for quasi-transitive digraphs 1 [4] and for locally semicomplete digraphs 2 [5] .
An out-branching T + and an in-branching T − are called k-distinct if |A(T + )\ A(T − )| k. Bang-Jensen, Saurabh and Simonsen [6] considered the following parameterization of Arc-Disjoint Branchings.
Input:
A digraph D, an integer k.
Question:
Are there k-distinct out-branching T + and in-branching T − ?
k-Distinct Branchings parameterized by k They proved that k-Distinct Branchings is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) 3 when D is strongly connected and conjectured that the same holds when D is an arbitrary digraph. Earlier, Bang-Jensen and Yeo [9] considered the version of k-Distinct Branchings where T + and T − must have the same root 4 and asked whether this version of k-Distinct Branchings, which we call Single-Root k-Distinct Branchings, is FPT.
is quasi-transitive if for every xy, yz ∈ A there is at least one arc between x and z, i.e. either xz ∈ A or zx ∈ A or both. 2 A digraph D = (V, A) is locally semicomplete if for every xy, xz ∈ A there is at least one arc between y and z and for every yx, zx ∈ A there is at least one arc between y and z. Tournaments and directed cycles are locally semicomplete digraphs. 3 Fixed-parameter tractability of k-Distinct Branchings means that the problem can be solved by an algorithm of runtime O * (f (k)), where O * omits not only constant factors, but also polynomial ones, and f is an arbitrary computable function. The books [12, 14] are excellent recent introductions to parameterized algorithms and complexity. 4 They gave a slightly different but equivalent formulation of the problem; in their formu-
The problem abstracts a quite natural situation in wireless networks: such networks are best modeled as directed because of the inherent asymmetry in sending data (a task consuming a lot of energy) and receiving data (a task that consumes very little energy). Rooted in-branchings in this network correspond to routing strategies for aggregation and rooted out-branchings for dissemination of data [21] . In this scenario, the problem of finding an in-and out-branchings with few common arcs solves a natural congestion-type problem.
The first key idea of this paper is to relate k-Distinct Branchings to the problem of deciding whether a digraph has an out-branching with at least k leaves via a simple lemma (see Lemma 1) . The lemma and the following two known results on out-branchings with at least k leaves allow us to solve the problem of Bang-Jensen and Yeo [9] and to provide a shorter proof for the abovementioned result of Bang-Jensen, Saurabh and Simonsen [6] (see Theorem 3).
Theorem 1. [1]
Let D be a strongly connected digraph. If D has no outbranching with at least k leaves, then the (undirected) pathwidth of D is bounded by O(k log k).
Theorem 2. [13, 20] We can decide whether a digraph D has an out-branching with at least k leaves in time O * (4 k ).
The general case of k-Distinct Branchings seems to be much more complicated. We first introduce a version of k-Distinct Branchings called k-Rooted Distinct Branchings, where the roots s and t of T + and T − are fixed, and add arc ts to D (provided the arc is not in D) to make D strongly connected. This introduces a complication: we may end up in a situation where D has an out-branching with many leaves, and thereby potentially unbounded pathwidth, but the root of the out-branching is not s. To deal with this situation, our goal will be to reconfigure the out-branching into an out-branching rooted at s. In order to reason about this process, we develop a new digraph decomposition we call the rooted cut decomposition. The cut decomposition of a digraph D rooted at a given vertex r consists of a treeT rooted at r whose nodes are some vertices of D and subsets of vertices of D called diblocks associated with the nodes ofT .
Out strategy is now as follows. IfT is shallow (i.e., it has bounded height), then any out-branching with sufficiently many leaves can be turned into an out-branching rooted at s without losing too many of the leaves. On the other hand, ifT contains a path from the root ofT with sufficiently many nondegenerate diblocks (diblocks with at least three vertices), then we are able to show immediately that the instance is positive.
The remaining and most difficult issue is to deal with digraphs with decomposition trees that contain long paths of diblocks with only two vertices, called degenerate diblocks. In this case, we employ two reduction rules which lead to decomposition trees of bounded height.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide some terminology and notation on digraphs used in this paper. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 3. Section 4 is devoted to proving that Rooted k-Distinct Branchings is FPT for all digraphs using cut decomposition and Theorems 1 and 2. We conclude the paper in Section 5, where some open parameterized problems on digraphs are mentioned.
Terminology and Notation
Let us recall some basic terminology of digraph theory, see [3] . A digraph D is strongly connected (connected) if there is a directed (oriented) path from x to y for every ordered pair x, y of vertices of D. Equivalently, D is connected if the underlying graph of D is connected. A vertex v is a source (sink) is its in-degree (out-degree) is equal to zero. It is well-known that every acyclic digraph has a source and a sink [3] .
In this paper, we exclusively work with digraphs, therefore we assume all our graphs, paths, and trees to be directed unless otherwise noted. For a path P = x 1 x 2 . . . x k of length k − 1 we will employ the following notation for subpaths of P : P [x i , x j ] := x i . . . x j for 1 i j k is the infix of P from x i to x j . For paths P 1 := x 1 . . . x k v and P 2 := vy 1 . . . y we denote by P 1 P 2 := x 1 . . . x k vy 1 . . . y their concatenation. For rooted trees T and some vertex x ∈ T , T x stands for the subtree of T rooted at x (see Figure 1 ).
We will frequently partition the nodes of a tree around a path in the following sense (cf. Figure 1) :
Let T be a tree rooted at r and P = x 1 . . . x a path from r = x 1 to some node x ∈ T . The fins of P are the sets {F xi } xi∈P defined as
Definition 2 (Bi-reachable Set). A set B in a digraph D is bi-reachable from a vertex r if for all v ∈ B there exist two internally vertex-disjoint paths from r to v.
Given a digraph D and a vertex r, we can compute the set of vertices that are bi-reachable from r in polynomial time using network flows.
Strongly Connected Digraphs
Let us prove a simple fact on a link between out/in-branchings with many leaves and k-Distinct Branchings, which together with a structural result of Alon et al. [1] and an algorithmic result for the maximum leaf out-branching problem [13, 20] gives a short proof that both versions of k-Distinct Branchings are FPT for strongly connected digraphs. Lemma 1. Let D be a digraph containing an out-branching and an in-branching. If D contains an out-branching (in-branching) T with at least k + 1 leaves, then every in-branching (out-branching) T of D is k-distinct from T .
Proof. We will consider only the case when T is an out-branching since the other case can be treated similarly. Let T be an in-branching of D and let L be the set of all leaves of T apart from the one which is the root of T . Observe that all vertices of L have outgoing arcs in T and since in T the incoming arcs of L are the only arcs incident to L in T , the sets of the outgoing arcs in T and incoming arcs in T do not intersect.
We will use the following dynamic programming result from [6] . Note that if a digraph D is a positive instance of Single-Root k-Distinct Branchings then D must be strongly connected as an out-branching and an in-branching rooted at the same vertex form a strongly connected subgraph of D. Proof. The proof is essentially the same for both problems and we will give it for Single-Root k-Distinct Branchings. Let D be an input strongly connected digraph By Theorem 2 using an O * (4 k )-time algorithm we can find an out-branching T + with at least k + 1 leaves, or decide that D has no such outbranching. If T + is found, the instance of Single-Root k-Distinct Branchings is positive by Lemma 1 as any in-branching T − of D is k-distinct from T + . In particular, we may assume that T − has the same root as T + (a strongly connected digraph has an in-branching rooted at any vertex). Now suppose that T + does not exist. Then, by Theorem 1 the (undirected) pathwidth of D is bounded by O(k log k). Thus, by Lemma 2 the instance can be solved in time O * (2 O(k log 2 k) ).
The k-Distinct Branchings Problem
In this section, we fix a digraph D with terminals s, t and simply talk about rooted out-branchings (in-branchings) whose root we implicitly assume to be s (t). Similarly, unless otherwise noted, a rooted out-tree (in-tree) is understood to be rooted at s (t).
The problem k-Distinct Branchings in which T + and T − must be rooted at s and t, respectively, will be called the Rooted k-Distinct Branchings problem. Clearly, to show that both version of k-Distinct Branchings are FPT it is sufficient to prove the following:
In the rest of this section, (D, s, t) will stand for an instance of Rooted k-Distinct Branchings (in particular, D is an input digraph of the problem) and H for an arbitrary digraph. Let us start by observing what further restrictions on D can be imposed by polynomial-time preprocessing.
Preprocessing
Let (D, s, t) be an instance of Rooted k-Distinct Branchings. Recall that D contains an out-branching (in-branching) if and only if D has only one strongly connected component with no incoming (no outgoing) arc. As a first preprocessing step, we can decide in polynomial time whether D has a rooted out-branching and a rooted in-branching. If not, we reject the instance. Note that this in particular means that in a non-rejected instance, every vertex in D is reachable from s and t is reachable from every vertex.
Next, we test for every arc a ∈ D whether there exists at least one rooted in-or out-branching that uses a as follows: since a maximal-weight out-or inbranching for an arc-weighted digraph can be computed in polynomial time [15] , we can force the arc a to be contained in a solution by assigning it a weight of 2 and every other arc weight 1. If we verify that a indeed neither appears in any rooted out-branching or in-branching, we remove a from D and obtain an equivalent instance of Rooted k-Distinct Branchings.
After this polynomial-time preprocessing, our instance has the following properties: there exists a rooted out-branching, there exists a rooted in-branching, and every arc of D appears in some rooted in-or out-branching. We call such a digraph with a pair s, t reduced.
Lastly, by the following lemma we may assume that our instance is strongly connected by incurring a factor of two in the application of Lemma 1. Proof. For the first claim, simply note that any rooted out-branching of D cannot use the arc ts and the same holds for rooted in-branchings.
For the second claim, assume T is an out-tree in D with leaves. Assume ts ∈ T (otherwise the claim follows trivially). Let T 1 and T 2 be the two out-trees obtained by deleting the arc ts from T . Both are out-trees in D and one of them contains at least /2 leaves, as claimed.
The first claim of Lemma 3 shows that we may assume that D is strongly connected in Rooted k-Distinct Branchings. This implies the following simple claim required for further references.
Then every rooted out-tree with q leaves can be extended into a rooted outbranching with at least q leaves.
In summary, we enforce the following properties for (D, s, t) by polynomial-time preprocessing:
1. Every arc of D is contained in at least one rooted in-branching or rooted out-branching, 2. D is strongly connected.
Decomposition and Reconfiguration
We work towards the following win-win scenario: either we find an out-tree with Θ(k) leaves that can be turned into a rooted out-tree with at least k + 1 leaves, or we conclude that every out-tree in D has less than Θ(k) leaves. We refer to the process of turning an out-tree into a rooted out-tree as a reconfiguration. In the process we will develop a new digraph decomposition, the rooted cut-decomposition, which will aid us in reasoning about reconfiguration steps and ultimately lead us to a solution for the problem.
To make the notion of a bi-reachable set easier to use, the decomposition will employ a slightly broader notion as follows. Note that according to the above definition a diblock must have at least two vertices.
The following statement provides us with an easy case in which a reconfiguration is successful, that is, we can turn an arbitrary out-tree into a rooted out-tree without losing too many leaves. Later, the obstructions to this case will be turned into building blocks of the decomposition.
be the diblock of s and let T be an out-tree of D whose root r lies in B s with leaves. Then there exists a rooted out-tree with at least ( − 1)/2 leaves.
Proof. We may assume that r = s. In case T contains s as a leaf, we remove s from T for the remaining argument and hence will argue about the − 1 remaining leaves.
If r is bi-reachable from s, consider two internally vertex-disjoint paths P, Q from s to r. One of the two paths necessarily avoids half of the − 1 leaves of T ; let without loss of generality this path be P . Let further L be the set of those leaves of T that do not lie on P . If r ∈ N + (s), let P = sr.
We construct the required out-tree T as follows: first, add all arcs and vertices of P to T . Now for every leaf v ∈ L, let P v be the unique path from r to v in T and let P v be the segment of P v from the last vertex x of P v contained in T . Add all arcs and vertices of P v to T . Observe that x = v as v cannot be in T already. Since P v and thus P v contains no leaf of L other than v, in the end of the process, all vertices of L are leaves of T . Since |L| ( − 1)/2, the claim follows.
Note that the definition of diblocks can be understood in terms of network flows.
Let v = r. Consider the vertex-capacitated version of H where r and v both have capacity 2, and every other vertex has capacity 1, for some
Then v is contained in the diblock of r in H if and only if the max-flow from r to v equals 2. Dually, by Menger's theorem, v is not contained in the diblock if and only if there is a vertex u / ∈ {r, v} such that all r-v paths P intersect u. This has the following simple consequence regarding connectivity inside a diblock. Lemma 6. Fix r ∈ V (H) and let B r ⊆ V (H) be the diblock of r in H. Then for every pair of distinct vertices x, y ∈ B r , there exist an r-x-path P x and an r-y-path P y that intersect only in r.
Proof. If r ∈ {x, y}, then clearly the claim holds since every vertex in B r is reachable from r. Otherwise, add a new vertex z with arcs xz and yz, and note that the lemma holds if and only if z is bi-reachable from r. If this is not true, then by Menger's theorem there is a vertex v ∈ B r , v = r, such that all paths from r to z, and hence to x and y, go through v. But as noted above, there is no cut-vertex v / ∈ {x, r} for r-x paths, and no cut-vertex v / ∈ {y, r} for r-y paths. We conclude that z is bi-reachable from r, hence the lemma holds.
Next, we will use Lemma 6 to show that given a vertex r, the set of vertices not in the diblock B r of r in H partitions cleanly around B r . Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that for v ∈ V (H) \ B r there exist two r-v-paths P 1 , P 2 that intersect B r for the last time in distinct vertices x 1 , x 2 , respectively. We first observe that r / ∈ {x 1 , x 2 }, since the second vertices of P 1 and P 2 are contained in B r by definition. By Lemma 6, we may assume that P 1 [r, x 1 ] ∩ P 2 [r, x 2 ] = {r}. But then P 1 and P 2 intersect for the first time outside of B r in some vertex v (potentially in v = v). This vertex is, however, bi-reachable from r, contradicting our construction of B r . Hence there is a vertex x ∈ B r such that every path from r to v intersects B r for the last time in x, with x = r, and clearly this vertex is unique. Finally, the set B r can be computed in polynomial time, and given B r it is easy to compute for each x ∈ B r the set of all vertices v ∈ V (H) (if any) for which x is a cut vertex.
We refer to the vertices x ∈ B r that are cut vertices in the above partition as the bottlenecks of B r . Note that r itself is not considered a bottleneck in B r . Using these notions, we can now define a cut decomposition of a digraph H. 3.T is the tree with root node r, where L is the set of children of r, and for every x ∈ L the subtree ofT rooted at x isT x .
Furthermore, for every node x ∈T , we define B * x = y∈Tx B y as the set of all vertices contained in diblocks associated with nodes of the subtreeT x . and every digraph H x used in a recursive call is smaller than H, hence the process terminates. Finally, for any two distinct bottlenecks x, y ∈ L we have V (H x ) ∩ V (H y ) = ∅. Thereby, distinct nodes ofT are associated with distinct vertices of H, |T | |V (H)|, and the map x → B x is well-defined. It is also clear that the whole process takes polynomial time.
We collect some basic facts about cut decompositions. For the second claim, the partitioning claim implies that if v ∈ B x ∩ B y for distinct nodes x, y ∈T , then either v = x or v = y, i.e., v must be a bottleneck. This is only possible in the situation described.
For Claim 3(b), first consider the diblock B r and the partition {X x } given by Lemma 7. We show that for any two distinct sets X x , X y of the partition, there is no arc between X x and X y . Suppose for a contradiction that there is such an arc uv, u ∈ X x , v ∈ X y . By Lemma 6, there are paths P x and P y in B r that intersect only in r, and by Lemma 8, there are paths P u from x to u in X x and P v from y to v in X y . But then the paths P x P u uv and P y P v form two r-v paths that are internally vertex-disjoint, showing that v ∈ B r , contrary to our assumptions. Since the decomposition is computed recursively, this also holds in every internal node ofT .
For Claim 3(a), let uv be an arc such that u / ∈ B * y and v ∈ B * y . Moreover, let u ∈ B x and v ∈ B y . By construction of cut decomposition, there is a patĥ P from x to y inT containing nodes x and y. Let x be the second node in P (just after x ). Thus, there is a path P from x to v in H containing the vertices ofP apart from x .
Assume that u = x . Then by Lemma 6, there is an x -u-path P and an x -x -path P of H which intersect only at x . Then x P uv and P P are internally vertex-disjoint paths from x to v. This means that v must be in B x , a contradiction unless x = x, u ∈ B x and v = y. If u = x , then P and uv are internally vertex-disjoint paths from u to v. This means that v must be in B x , a contradiction unless x = x and v = y.
As we saw, for every diblock B y , y ∈T , any path "into" the diblock must go via the bottleneck vertex y. By induction, for any v ∈ B y , every node ofT from r to y represents a bottleneck vertex that is unavoidable for paths from r to v. More formally, the following holds in cut decompositions: Proof. We prove the claim by induction over the depth d of x inT . If r = x then any path from r to v ∈ B r contains r itself and hence the base case for d = 0 holds.
Consider a diblock B x , x ∈T where x has distance d to r inT and let y be the parent of x inT . We assume the induction hypothesis holds for diblocks at depth d − 1, hence it holds for B y in particular. Because x ∈ B y , this implies that every path from r to x will contain all ancestors of x inT . Since by construction every path from r to a vertex v ∈ B x needs to pass through x, the inductive step holds. This proves the claim.
As an immediate consequence, we can identify arcs in cut decompositions that cannot participate in any rooted out-branching. Proof. Fix a bottleneck vertex v ∈T of the decomposition and let the arc uv be in an out-tree T rooted at r. There must exist a path P su from s to u that is part of T . By Lemma 10, this path will contain the vertex v. But then v is an ancestor of u in T and therefore the arc uv cannot be part of T , which is a contradiction.
The decomposition actually restricts paths even further: a path that starts at the root and visits two bottleneck vertices x, y (in this order) cannot intersect any vertex of B * y before visiting y and cannot return to any set B * z , z ∈T , after having left it. 
Proof. By Lemma 10 we know that the nodes ofP appear in P in the correct order, hence the subpath P [x i , x i+1 ] is well-defined. Let us first show that the subpath P [x i , x i+1 ] \ {x i+1 } cannot intersect any diblock associated withT xi+1 . By Lemma 9, the only arcs from B xi into diblocks below x i+1 connect to the bottleneck x i+1 itself. Since x i+1 is already the endpoint of P [x i , x i+1 ], this subpath cannot intersect the diblocks ofT xi+1 . This already proves the claim for x 0 ; it remains to show that it does not intersect diblocks of V (T )\V (T xi ) for i 1. The reason is similar: since the bottleneck x i is already part of P [x i , x i+1 ], this subpath could not revisit B xi if it enters any diblock B y for a proper ancestor y of x i inT . We conclude that therefore it must be, with the exception of the vertex x i+1 , inside the diblocks of the fin F i . Proof. Assume that u ∈ B x and letP = x 0 . . . x be a path from x 0 = r to x = x inT . Let further F 0 , . . . , F be the fins ofP inT . We partition the set X into X 1 , . . . , X where X i = X ∩ F i for 0 i . Lemma 11 allows us to construct the path P iteratively: any path that leads to u will pass through bottlenecks x i , x i+1 in succession and visit only diblocks associated with F i in the process. Since there are two internally vertex-disjoint paths between x i , x i+1 for 1 i , we can always choose the path that has the smaller intersection with X i . Stringing these paths together, we obtain the claimed path P .
We want to argue that one of the following cases must hold: either the cut decomposition has bounded height and we can 're-root' any out-tree with many leaves into a rooted out-tree with a comparable number of leaves, or we can directly construct a rooted out-tree with many leaves. In both cases we apply Lemmas 1 and 4 to conclude that the instance has a solution. This approach has one obstacle: internal diblocks of the decomposition that contain only two vertices.
Definition 5 (Degenerate diblocks). Let {B x } x∈T be the cut decomposition rooted at s. We call a diblock B x degenerate if x is an internal node ofT and |B x | = 2.
Let us first convince ourselves that a long enough sequence of non-degenerate diblocks provides us with a rooted out-branching with many leaves.
be the cut decomposition rooted at s of H and let y be a node inT such that the pathP sy from s to y inT contains at least nodes whose diblocks are non-degenerate. Then H contains an out-tree rooted at s with at least leaves.
Proof. We construct an s-rooted out-tree T by repeated application of Lemma 6. Let x 1 , . . ., x be a sequence of nodes inP sy whose diblocks are non-degenerate, and for each 1 i < let x + i be the node after x i inP sy . We construct a sequence of s-rooted out-trees T 1 , . . ., T such that for 1 i , the vertex x i is a leaf of T i , and T i contains i leaves. First construct T 1 as a path from s to x 1 , then for every 1 i < we construct an out-tree T i+1 from T i as follows. i. Finally, note that the final tree T contains two leaves in B x −1 , hence T is an r-rooted out-tree with leaves.
The next lemma is the last assertion that we will use to prove shortly that Rooted k-Distinct Branchings is FPT for digraphs D whose cut decomposition rooted at s contains no degenerate diblocks.
Lemma 13. Let (T , {B x } x∈T ) be the cut decomposition of D rooted at s such thatT is of height d and let T be an out-tree rooted at some vertex r with leaves. Then we can construct an out-tree T s rooted at s with at least ( − d)/2 leaves.
Proof. Assume that r is contained in the diblock B x of the decomposition and let x p . . . x 1 =P sx be a path from s = x p to x = x 1 inT . Let L be the leaves of T and let L := L \P sx . Clearly, |L | − d. Applying Corollary 2 with X = L and u = r, we obtain a path P sr in D from s to r that avoids half of L . We construct T s in a similar fashion to the proof of Lemma 5.
We begin with T s = P sr , then for every leaf v ∈ L \ P sr , proceed as follows: let P v be the unique path from r to v in T and let P v be the segment of P v from the last vertex x of P v contained in T s . Add all arcs and vertices of P v to T s . Since P v and thus P v contains no leaf of L other than v, in the end of the process, all vertices of L \ P sr are leaves of T s . Since |L \ P sr | |L |/2, we conclude that T s contains at least ( − d)/2 leaves, as claimed.
The next lemma demonstrates that using Lemma 13 and a number of other results we can prove that if the height of d of the cut decomposition of D is upper-bounded by a function in k, then Rooted k-Distinct Branchings on D is FPT. This shows that to prove that Rooted k-Distinct Branchings in general it suffices to consider separately the cases of bounded d and unbounded d.
To provide an appropriate bound on d we will use further results on degenerate diblocks provided in Section 4.3. Proof. By Theorem 2, in time O * (2 O(d(k)) ) we can decide whether D has an outbranching with at least 2k + 2 + d(k) leaves. If D has such an out-branching, then by Lemma 13 D has a rooted out-tree with at least k + 1 leaves. This out-tree can be extended to a rooted out-branching with at least k + 1 leaves by 
Handling degenerate diblocks
Here is a key notion for our study of degenerate diblocks.
Definition 6 (Degenerate paths). Let (T , {B x } x∈T ) be a cut decomposition of D. We call a pathP inT monotone if it is a subpath of a path from the root ofT to some leaf ofT . We call a pathP inT degenerate if it is monotone and every diblock B x , x ∈P is degenerate.
Let (D, s, t) be a strongly connected reduced instance of Rooted k-Distinct Branchings. As observed in Section 4.1, we can verify in polynomial time whether an arc participates in some rooted in-or out-branching. Let R s ⊆ A(D) be those arcs that do not participate in any rooted out-branching and R t ⊆ A(D) those that do not participate in any rooted in-branching. Since (D, s, t) is a reduced instance, we necessarily have that R s ∩ R t = ∅, a fact we will use frequently in the following. Corollary 1 provides us with an important subset of R s : every arc that originates in a diblock B x of the cut decomposition and ends in a bottleneck vertex that is an ancestor of x onT is contained in R s .
Let us first prove some basic properties of degenerate paths.
Lemma 15. LetP = x 1 . . . x be a degenerate path of (T , {B x } x∈T ) of D rooted at s. Then the following properties hold:
1. Every rooted out-branching contains A(P ), 2. every arc x j x i with j > i is contained in R s , and 3. there is no arc from x i (i < ) to B y in D, where y is a descendant of x i onT , except for the arc x i x i+1 .
Proof. Every rooted out-branching contains in particular the last vertex x of the path. By Lemma 10, it follows thatP is contained in the out-branching as a monotone path, hence it contains A(P ). Consequently, no 'back-arc' x j x i with j > i can be part of a rooted out-branching and thus it is contained in R s . For the third property, note that all arcs from x i except back arcs are contained in B xi . Since B xi is degenerate there can be only one such arc.
For the remainder of this section, let us fix a single degenerate pathP = x 1 . . . x . We categorize the arcs incident toP as follows:
1. Let A + contain all 'upward arcs' that originate inP and end in some diblock B y where y is an ancestor of x 1 , 2. let A 0 contain all 'on-path arcs' x j x i , j > i, and 3. let A − contain all 'arcs from below' that originate from some diblock B y where y is a (not necessarily proper) descendant of x .
By Lemma 15, this categorization is complete: no other arcs can be incident toP in a reduced instance. By the same lemma, we immediately obtain that A 0 , A − ⊆ R s . We will now apply certain reduction rules to (D, s, t) and prove in the following that they are safe, with the goal of bounding the size ofP by a function of the parameter k.
If there are two arcs x i u, x j u ∈ A + ∩ R t with i < j, remove x j u.
Reduction rule 1
Lemma 16. Rule 1 is safe.
Proof. Since (D, s, t) is reduced, the arcs x i u and x j u cannot be in R s . Pick any rooted out-branching T that contains the arc x j u. By Lemma 15, we have thatP ⊆ T , therefore we can construct an out-branching T by exchanging the arc x j u for the arc x i u. Since a) no rooted in-branching contains either of these two arcs, b) no out-branching can contain both, and c) the number of leaves in T and T are the same, we conclude that (D \ {x j u}, s, t) is equivalent to (D, s, t) and thus Rule 1 is safe. Proof. Let H be the heads of the arcs A + ∩ R t . Since Rule 1 was applied exhaustively, no vertex in H is the head of two arcs A + ∩ R t ; therefore |H| = |A + ∩ R t |.
Note that any arc in A + ∩ R t cannot be contained in R s , therefore H does not contain any bottleneck vertices. Applying Corollary 2, we can find a path P from s to x that avoids half of the vertices in H. Thus we can add half of H as leaves to P using the arcs from A + ∩ R t . Thus if |H| 4k + 2, we obtain a rooted out-tree with at least 2k + 2 leaves (this count includes x ), which by Lemmas 1, 3 and 4 imply that the original instance has a solution. We conclude that otherwise |H| = |A + ∩ R t | 4k + 1.
. . x be a degenerate path. Assume t ∈P and that (D, s, t) is reduced with respect to Rule 1. Let further X ⊆ V (P ) be those vertices ofP that are tails of the arcs in A + . We either find that (D, s, t) has a solution or that |X| 6k + 2.
Proof. For every vertex x i ∈ X with an arc x i v ∈ A + \ R t , we construct a pathP xit from x i to t that contains x i v as follows: since x i v ∈ R t , there exist a rooted in-branchingT that contains x i v. We letP xit ⊆T be the path from x i to t inT .
Claim. Each pathP xit does not intersect vertices in diblocks ofT xi .
SinceP xit leavesP via the first arc x i v, it cannot use the arc x i x i+1 . Since this is the only arc that leads to vertices in diblocks ofT xi , the claim follows.
Let us relabel the just constructed paths toP 1 , . . . ,P such that they are sorted with respect to their start vertices onP . That is, for i < j the first vertex ofP i appears before the first vertex ofP j onP . We iteratively construct rooted in-treesT 1 , . . .T with the invariant that a)T i has exactly i leaves and b) does not contain any vertex ofP below the starting vertex ofP i . ChoosingT 1 :=P 1 clearly fulfills this invariant. To constructT i fromT i−1 for 2 i , we simply follow the pathP i up to the first intersection withT i−1 . Since t ∈P i ∩T i−1 , such a vertex must eventually exist. By the above claim,P i does not contain any vertex below its starting vertex onP , thus both parts of the invariant remain true.
We conclude thatT is a rooted in-tree with leaves, where is the number of vertices in X that have at least one upwards arc not contained in R t . For 2k + 2, Lemmas 1, 3 and 4 imply that the original instance has a solution. Otherwise, 2k + 1. By Corollary 3, we may assume that |A + ∩ R t | 4k + 1. Taken both facts together, we conclude that either |X| 6k + 2, or we can construct a solution.
We will need the following simple observation. Proof. In every in-branching rooted at t, a vertex x i , 1 < i ofP will necessarily be the parent of x i−1 . Accordingly, no arc originating at a vertex ofP can be part of any in-branching implying that A + , A 0 ⊆ R t . By Lemma 15, A 0 is additionally contained in R s and thus in a reduced instance we necessarily have that A 0 = ∅. Lemma 19. LetP = x 1 . . . x be a degenerate path and assume that t ∈P . Let further Y ⊆ V (P ) be those vertices ofP that are tails of the arcs in A 0 . We either find that (D, s, t) has a solution or we have |Y | < k.
Proof. We will construct a rooted in-tree that contains |Y | arcs from A 0 . Since no rooted out-branching contains any such arc, this will prove that the instance is positive provided |Y | k. Note in particular that we are not concerned with the number of leaves of the resulting tree.
First associate every vertex v ∈ Y with an arc vx v ∈ A 0 , where we choose x v to be the vertex closest to v. Let X + be the heads of all arcs in A + and let X ⊆P be the tails of all arcs in A + .
Let u ∈ Y be the vertex that appears first onP among all vertices in Y . Since ux u ∈ R s , ux u cannot be contained in R t . Accordingly there exists a path P u from u to t that uses the arc ux u . Note that P u leavesP through an A + -arc whose tail lies between x u and u onP .
Note that the segment P u [x u , t], by our choice of u, does not contain any vertex of Y . We now construct the seed in-tree T 0 as follows. We begin with P u and add the arc u x u for every vertex u ∈ Y where x u ∈ P u . Next, we add every vertex v ∈ X + to T 0 by finding a path from v to t and attach this path up to its first intersection with T 0 . Since v lies above x u in the decomposition, this path cannot intersect any vertex in Y .
We form an in-forest 5 F 0 from the arcs of T 0 and all arcs vx v , v ∈ Y that are not in T 0 . Every in-tree T ∈ F 0 has the following easily verifiable properties: a) its root is the highest vertex in the decomposition among all vertices V (T ) (recall Lemma 9), b) its root is either t or a vertex x v with v ∈ Y , and c) every segmentP [x, y] ofP contained in T has no vertex of X or Y with the possible exception of y ∈ Y .
We will maintain all three of these properties while constructing a sequence of in-forests F 0 ⊆ F 1 ⊆ . . . where each in-forest in the sequence will have less roots than its predecessor (here ⊆ stands for F i−1 being a subgraph of F i ). We stop the process when the number of roots drop to one. The construction of F i from F i−1 for i 1 works as follows. Let T ∈ F i−1 be the in-tree with the lowest root in the in-forest. By assumption, F i−1 has at least two roots, thus it cannot be t and therefore, by part b) of our invariant, is a vertex x v with v ∈ Y . Now from x v onwards, we walk along the pathP until we encounter a vertex z that is either 1) the tail of an arc A + or 2) a vertex of the in-forest F i−1 . In the former case, we use the segmentP [x u , z] to connect T to a vertex in X + via the A + -arc emanating from z. Since all vertices in X + are part of the seed in-tree T 0 this preserves all three parts of the invariant and F i−1 ⊆ F i .
Consider the second case: we encounter a vertex z that is part of some tree T ∈ F i−1 . Let us first eliminate a degenerate case:
Claim. The trees T and T are distinct.
Assume towards a contradiction that T = T . In that case, there is no single vertex between x v and z that is either the tail of an A + or A 0 -arc. If z is such that x z = x v (for example z = v), we already obtain a contradiction: the arc zx z cannot possibly be part of any in-branching rooted at t, contradicting the fact that it is not in R t .
Otherwise, z = x w for some w ∈ Y . By assumption, wz ∈ T , thus there exists a path P wxv which contains both the arc wz as well as the arc vx v . Therefore, the vertex w must lie below v on P . Furthermore, the path P wxv cannot contain any vertex above x v by property a) of the invariant. It follows that the subpath P [z, v] is entirely contained in T -by property c) of the invariant, none of the vertices (except v) in this subpath can be in X or Y . Since the same was true for the subpath P [x v , z], we conclude that the whole subpath P [x v , v] contains no vertex of X or Y . This contradicts our assumption that x v v ∈ R t and we conclude that T and T must be distinct.
By our choice of T , the vertex z cannot be the root of T . Accordingly, we can merge T and T by adding the pathP [x v , z]. This concludes our construction of F i . Since the root of T lies above all vertices of T , part 1) of the invariant remains true. We did not change a non-root to a root in this construction, thus part 2) remains true. The one segment ofP [x v , z] we added to merge T and T did not, by construction, contain any vertex of Y or X, with the exception of the last vertex z, hence part 3) remains true. Finally, we clearly have that F i−1 ⊆ F i and the latter contains one less root than the former.
The process clearly terminates with some in-forest F p which contains a single in-treeT . The root of this in-tree is necessarily t. Note further that F 0 contained all |Y | arcs ux u , u ∈ Y ; thereforeT contains those arcs, too. Since all of these arcs are in R s , we arrive at the following: either |Y | < k, as claimed, or we found a rooted in-tree that avoids at least k arcs with every rooted out-branching, in other words, as solution to (D, s, t).
Taking Lemma 17 and Lemma 19 together, we see that only O(k) vertices of a degenerate path are tails of arcs in A + or A 0 . The following lemma now finally lets us deal with degenerate paths: we argue that those parts of the path that contain none of these few 'interesting' vertices can be contracted. wireless sensor networks, it would further be interesting whether the problem can be computed or approximated in a distributed fashion.
Let us complete the paper by mentioning some digraph problems, which are still open. Bang-Jensen et al. [6] asked what is the parameterized complexity of the following problem: given a strongly connected digraph D and a number (parameter) k, can we delete k arcs from D such that D remains strongly connected. Earlier, Bang-Jensen and Yeo [9] asked whether the following problem is FPT: given a strongly connected digraph D and a number (parameter) k, can we path-contract k arcs from D such that D remains strongly connected. Path-contraction of an arc xy of D results in a digraph obtained from D by replacing x and y with a new vertex v, deleting all arcs incident to either x or y and adding arc uv if arc ux is in D and arc vw if arc yw is in D. Note that path-contraction "preserves" directed paths.
Consider the following problem introduced by Bezáková, Curticapean, Dell and Fomin [11] . For given vertices s and t of a digraph K, and an integer (parameter) k, decide whether D has an (s, t)-path in D that is at least k longer than a shortest (s, t)-path. If "at least" is replaced by "exactly", then the problem is FPT [11] . However, it is unknown whether the original problem is even in XP.
